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A glass-walled cottage in a 
Dutch forest is much more 
than it seems.

text Ingeborg van LIeshout   
PHOtOGRAPHY chrIstIan schauLIn
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n the Netherlands’ man-made 
national park of Veluwe, between 
uncountable tall and straight-
planted pine trees, a glass bungalow, 
Villa 1, is hidden away. When 

travelling down the access road to Villa 1, not only 
does one feel they are invading the privacy of  
the inhabitants who seemingly own the forest,  
but one also discovers that the bungalow is 
actually a two-storey villa. 

“Zoning regulations limit the built surface to 
200 sqm,” says architect Nanne de Ru, from 
Powerhouse Company, “Since the spatial needs of 
the house called for more than twice that volume, 
we pushed half the program below ground and 
turned the house upside-down. All the day-
functions are located above ground while the 
bedrooms are below.” 

The heavy architecture in the basement of 
Villa 1 conceals dark corridors and rooms carved 
out of concrete mass. The round garage—the 
daily entrance to the home—is clad with silver 
and reveals a reflective black floor and ceiling. The 
underside of the staircase forms a sunken ceiling 
above the bath to create an intimate space. 

“The client gave Norwegian farms, without 
windows, as a reference,” explains De Ru. “At the 
same time he liked the maximum transparency 
he encountered when visiting a Modernist villa 
by Mies van der Rohe. Excellent examples to  
work with, but very contradictory.” Thus elements 
such as vaulted ceilings and thick walls create an 
antithesis to the lightness and transparency 
above ground. 

Doors are absent in the above ground glass 
box, formed on a light steel structure, nor are 

p68-69 and this page Located in the woodlands near arnhem, the 
netherlands, villa 1 by Dutch-Danish architectural cooperation 
powerhouse company has won several prizes including the am/nai 
prize, a Dutch Design award and it is also in te running for a mies van 
der rohe award  
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there load-bearing walls or columns that could 
block the views out through the vertical lines of 
the forest. “It is possible to enjoy a 150m-long 
stroll through a variety of rooms that are 
immersed in the landscape,” says De Ru. 

Fixed furniture, like a bookcase made of a 
steel floor-to-ceiling truss and a vast fireplace, 
carries the roof. 

The slate clad kitchen block is loading bearing 
so that the wall behind the counter could be slit 
open to create a horizontal window from side to 
side. Hinting at Mies van der Rohe’s signature 
marble walls as can be seen in the Barcelona 
pavilion (1929) and Villa Tugendhat in Brno 
(1930), the sliding door in the glass facade is made 
of green marble. 

“A Mies-wall made movable,” laughs De Ru. 
“Although made of marble, the sliding wall is 
light, as tablets of marble are mounted on 
honeycomb aluminum plates.” The door is 
stunning and unexpected.

“Along with the views on the forest, we 
wanted to take full advantage of the sun exposure. 
Thus we came up with the distinctive Y-shape 
floor plan. Every wing is optimally oriented for 
the terrain and the sun,” says De Ru. 

The three wings define a functional clarity. 
One wing is for work, study and music, one for 
cooking and eating and one for living. The three 
differ distinctively in their design, materials, feel 
and smell. “We used wood in the North, slate in 
the East and concrete in the South wing.” 

In the North wing, an American nut wood 
furniture piece swallows a staircase, cupboards, a 
wardrobe, bed and small bathroom. The kitchen 
block is entirely made of Norwegian slate and 
incorporates all kitchen appliances and storage 
plus a lavatory and a bar. 

In the third wing, a furniture piece consists of 
concrete walls that incorporate a fireplace. This 
concrete element opens up to create a patio that 
provides light for the guest rooms in the basement. 
There the Y-shape form creates a similar functional 
clarity. One wing is for guest rooms, one for the 
master bedroom and one for cars. The only 
element that ignores the strong segregation 
between closed medieval cellar and the light box 
on top, is a tree on the patio.

01 Kitchen 
02 toilet
03 hall
04 Living room
05 patio
06 studio
07 pond
08 terrace

09 entrance
10 staircase
11 rooflight
12 study
13 music room
14 toilet
15 Living room

n
plan ground floor 

axonometry In 
terms of structure, 
the house is a stack 
of different 
industrial building 
techniques. the 
basement is cast in 
concrete. the roof, 
with extreme 
cantilevers, is a 
complex steel 
structure designed 
by the audacious 
structural engineer 
gilbert van der Lee
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03 a singular horizontal frame envelopes the house, allowing 
maximum transparency, in contrast with the vertical pine tree lines 
04 the underside of the staircase forms a sunken ceiling above 
the bath to create an intimate space 05 the only large opening in 
the glass facade is a huge green marble sliding wall 06 the master 
bedroom contains vaulted ceilings and thick walls to create an 
antithesis to the vertical lightness above 07 Fixed furniture pieces 
in line: the kitchen made of norwegian slate, a nut wood staircase 
and  a solid steel plate bookcase that doubles as a truss.

project team archItect powerhouse company 
partner In charge nanne de ru DesIgn nanne 
de ru, charles bessard, alexander sverdlov team 
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